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Background & Scope 
 KOLISEUM is a brand of Kynoa SA

 Founded in 2017, but profound know-how in team. 

 Aim: to enhance to meet the specific needs of the location-based 
entertainment (LBE) industry, offering games that combine fun, 
competition and technological innovation. 

 Games for all: Our games span generations, offering family 
entertainment that's accessible to all, immediately and without fuss.

 LBE-friendly solutions: We understand the challenges of the LBE 
industry and offer games that are easy to deploy, with convenient 
sizes and easy repositioning capability, ensuring effortless integration 
into any play space.

 Swiss quality: Our commitment to Swiss reliability and product 
robustness guarantees a worry-free experience for operators and 
players alike. Our solutions are designed to last and excel.
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We're committed to enriching leisure spaces with games
that are not only entertaining, but also affordable and easy
to integrate. Whether you're looking to add a touch of
competition to your arcade or create a family gathering
point, our games guarantee commitment and return on
investment.

Discover our offerings - From virtual reality with Koliseum
Soccer VR to our newest game Whack-a-Light, we
offer experiences that captivate and engage all audiences.
Our games are designed to be fun, exciting and competitive,
offering an immersive experience that players want to
repeat.

We invite you to discover how our games can revitalize your
space and create unforgettable experiences. For more
information on each of our products and their adaptability to
your needs, visit our site and its dedicated pages.

Koliseum
Soccer VR Whack-a-Light

At Koliseum



Unique features
 Nostalgia and high-tech: A perfect marriage of precision mechanics and state

of the art technology infused adrenaline, offering players the classic
sensations of foosball enriched by a touch of exhilarating next-gen features.

 Optimized User Experience: Players are greeted by an intuitive user interface
which allows them to easily choose game options, teams and even stadiums,
before diving into the game.

 Advanced customization: You can customize the platform and the game to
suit your needs, from stadiums to animations, reinforcing your brand identity
or that of your sponsors.

 Online control panel: When connected online

Koliseum Soccer VR
Koliseum Soccer VR is ideal for play centers, arcades, and leisure 
spaces looking to offer a captivating and socially enriching experience. Its ability to 
bring people back again and again and attract loyal customers makes it a prime 
investment for any commercial space.



 Number of players: 1 to 4

 Surface area required:  5.5 square meters

 Table dimensions: 155 cm x 80 cm (125 cm with controllers) x 95 cm

 Weight: 175 kg

 Computer: Custom PC, 12-core CPU, 64 GB RAM, and multiple NVIDIA RTX cards

 Connectivity: Requires Wi-Fi connection for updates and online dashboard access

 Game duration: Adjustable by operator

Specification highlights



Whack-a-Light Are You Faster Than Light ?
Discover Whack-a-Light, our modern, dynamic version of the classic "Whack-
a-Mole ". Designed to test your reflexes in an exciting way, the game engages
two players in a duel where each player aims to be faster than their opponent to
accumulate maximum points. With three difficulty levels that increase with each
round, each game becomes a new opportunity to prove you're the best.

Whack-a-Light isn't just a game; it's an invitation to challenge your limits.
Easy to understand for all ages but difficult to master, Whack-a-Light
promises endless excitement from players, drawn in by its challenging gameplay.
Our product is designed to last and perform reliably for years, making every
session as exciting as the first

 Complete customization: Adjust difficulty levels, game duration and many
more via an integrated settings menu. Ability to use custom music, sound
effects and artwork design.

 Immersive atmosphere: Immerse yourself in a captivating atmosphere
with dynamic sound effects and rhythmic music that will plunge you into the
heart of the action.

 Varied Game Modes: Choose between various provided games and free or
paid operating modes.

Unique features



 Number of players: 2

 Surface area required: 2 square meters (including players)

 Weight: 35 kg

 Dimensions: 100 cm x 65 cm x 30 cm (without feet) / 100 cm x 65 cm x
72 cm (with feet)

 Power supply: 220V / 110V

Specification highlights

Every game of Whack-a-Light is a race against time, a battle of agility
where only the fastest triumph. It's a perfect choice for arcades, play
centers amusement parks and events, offering a captivating experience
that stimulates friendly competition and social interaction.

Installation is quick and easy, and its small footprint makes it an ideal
addition to any entertainment space.

Guaranteed fun and involvement



Contact us:  
KOLISEUM , route des Jeunes 59, CH - 1212 Grand-Lancy / Geneva

contact@koliseum.com / www.koliseum.com

https://www.facebook.com/Koliseum.Soccer.VR/?ref=br_rs
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCslVROKkRyWq1u85snXcpfg
https://twitter.com/Koliseum_Soccer
http://www.iaapa.org/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/kynoa-vr/
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